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This invention relates to presses and, with
regard to certain more specific features, to punch
presses for punching or forming operations.
Among the several objects of the invention
may be noted the provision of a high-Speed,
high-capacity, light-weight press in Which in
pact stresses are minimized; the provision of a
press of the class described which operates
smoothly at high speeds to store energy in a
flywheel and transfer it to the ram of the preSS;
the provision of a press of this class which may

slip coupling or magnetic flux clutch. The field
rotor is formed as a pulley and is driven by
V-belts 23 from a pulley 25 on the shaft of motor

5. The field rotor is mounted upon a flywheel

27, which is rotary on the end of drive shaft 9.
The inductor member 2 is adapted to be braked
electromagnetically by a stationary braking field
member 29. The combination of members 2
O

hereinafter.

The invention accordingly comprises the ele

and 29 may be referred to as an electromagnetic
brake or dynamic flux brake. This brakes the
drive and crankshafts. The crankshaft is also

readily be selectively operated to run through

one full-stroke operating cycle and stop, or to
run continuously, or to creep in either direction;
and the provision of such a press which is sinple
and strong in construction and inexpensive and
safe to operate and maintain. Other objects will
be in part apparent and in part pointed out

2

times referred to herein as an electromagnetic

under the control of an electromechanical brake
3 and is coupled by a 1:1 ratio chain and
15

sprocket drive 33 to the camshaft 35 of a group
of cam-operated switches 37, 39, 4, 43 and 45,
the function of which will be described Subse

quently. The electromechanical brake 3 is of
the usual variety which is set by a spring 30
20

when its solenoid coil G is deenergized. When

ments and combinations of elements, features of

the coil G is energized the brake is drawn open
to release position against the action of its

which will be indicated in the following clairins.

spring. It may be referred to as a mechanical
brake or mechanical Solenoid brake.
Details of the flywheel, electromagnetic clutch
and electromagnetic brake assemblies are shown
in Fig. 2. As illustrated, flywheel 27 has a hub
47 journalled by roller bearings 49 on the end

construction, and arrangements of parts which
Will be exemplified in the structures hereinafter
described, and the scope of the application of

25

In the accompanying drawings, in which one

of various possible embodiments of the inven
Fig. 1 is a simplified, diagrammatic, skeleton

tion is illustrated,

layout of the press of this invention, its crank
being shown at 0° and its ran being shown at
the beginning of a work movement;
Fig. 2 is an enlarged longitudinal section
through a flywheel, slip coupling and brake
assembly, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is an electrical circuit diagram;
Fig. 4 is a developed diagrammatic view of a
group of cam-operated Switches associated with

of the drive shaft. The field rotor 9 includes a
30

hollow ring-like structure Secured to the flywheel
by screws 5 and formed With peripheral grooves
53 to receive the belts 23. Within the hollow

ring-like structure are two annular field coils 55.
The ring structure is formed internally with a

Series of peripherally spaced, and axially lapped
magnetic pole teeth 57 which are broadly similar
to those described in my U. S. Patent 2,367,636,
dated January 16, 1945. The field coils 55 are
energized from Wires 59 and 6 through a slip

the preSS; and
Fig. 5 is a developed diagrammatic view of a 40 ring connection 63. When energized, the coils
induce magnetic poles in the pole teeth 57 of the
master selector SWitch,
Similar reference characters indicate corre

sponding parts throughout the several views of
the drawingS.
Referring now more particularly to Fig. 1,
there is shown at the slide or ram of a press,
which may be a punch press for punching or
forming metal or the like. The ran is linked by
a connecting rod 3 to the crank or eccentric 5
of a crankshaft or ran shaft . The crankshaft

is driven from a drive shaft 9 through speed
reducing gears and 3. The drive shaft 9 is

adapted to be rotated by a motor 5 through an
electromagnetic eddy-current slip coupling .
This coupling includes a driving field rotor 9

and a driven inductor member 2. It is some

field rotor. These poles extend radially inward.
The inductor member 2 comprises a smooth,
magnetic, eddy-current inductor ring 65 fixed on
45 a hub 67 which is keyed to the drive shaft 9, as
indicated at 69. Two copper end rings and
3 are attached to the ring 65 to reduce the re
Sistance to flow of eddy currents therein. When
the field coils 55 of rotor 9 are energized and
50 the rotor driven by motor 5, the inductor mem
ber 65 has eddy currents engendered therein and
becomes driven by magnetic reaction. This ro
tates drive shaft 9. The degree of coupling is a
function of the excitation of coils 55.
The braking field member 29 comprises a hol
55
low ring structure 75 secured by screws 79 to the

3.
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press frame 7. This ring structure, disposed
Within the inductor ring 65, is formed with alter
nate oppositely directed pole teeth 8 Similar to

energizes relay coil. A to open contacts A-, A-2,
A-3 and A-4. A reversing switch O2 is provided
in phase 9, 93 of the power supply so that the

tend outward towards the inside of the inductor

When desired.

teeth 5 above mentioned, except that they ex

direction of rotation of motor 5 may be reversed

65, instead of inward. An annular field coil 83
disposed in the hollow ring structure is adapted
to be energized by Wires 85 and 87. When ener

Power is derived from the three-phase power
Supply to energize a control circuit II and a rec

tifier circuit III, the latter circuit supplying rec

gized, coil 83 induces magnetic poles in pole teeth

tified current to the field coils 55 and 83 of the
field rotor 9 and braking field member 29, re
spectively.

3i to brake the inductively related inductor
member 2 by magnetic reaction, according to
the excitation of coil 83.
It will be clear from the above description that
when the motor 5 is energized to drive the field
rotor 9 and flywheel 27, and the coils 55 are

The control circuit II includes a plurality of

relay coils B, C, D, E, F, G and H, each of which

controls certain contacts associated there with in
a nanner to be described. Power for energiz
ing these relay coils is derived from the Secondary

energized, the drive shaft 9 will be driven through

the slip coupling and drive crankshaft to re
ciprocate the ram. When coils 55 are deener

of a step-down transformer 03, the primary of

which is in a line 65 connected across one phase
$ , 33 of the three phase power supply. The
gized, and the coil 83 of the braking field is
energized, the drive shaft Will be braked to stop 20 Secondary of transformer 03 feeds wires f :
and

rotation of the crankshaft and hence to stop the
The invention includes means whereby the op
erator may readily selectively control the press,
through control of the notor 5, the electromag
netic clutch and brake and the mechanical brake

3, to run through One full stroke or cycle of the
ram (one revolution of crankshaft 7) and then

automatically stop, or to cycle continuously
Without stopping between cycles, or to "inch,'

5), two control switches f5 and f it, and contacts

30

contacts S- and S-2 are closed, a circuit is COmi

pleted from wire 97 through relay coil B to
wire 39 through the upper contacts of control
SWitches
and . A line 9 shunted around
control switch 5 includes a cam-operated

master selector drum-type Switch S, which is
ShoWn in diagrammatically developed form in

Switch 3 and contacts B-f. A line 2 shunted

around control SWitch f 7 includes a cam-oper
40 ated switch 45 and contacts B-4. When coil 3

is energized, contacts B- and B-4 are closed

and these shunts function as holding Circuit.S fol
coil B as long as cam-operated Switches 3 and
is are closed, and the Switches 5 and
may
be operated Without deenergizing coil B.

and S-3 are closed. This conditions the press
for Operation through one full-stroke cycle and
then to stop. In another position, designated
Continuous, contacts S-4, S-2, S-4 and S-5 are
closed. This conditions the press to operate con

The relay coil C. when energized closes con
tacts C-2, C-2, C-3 and C-4 associated there
With for group operation. This coil C is con
nected in parallel. With coil B in a line 23 in

tinuously without stopping between cycles. In
the last position, designated “Inch,' contacts only

S-6 and S- are closed. This conditions the

press to creep at slow speed through any part of
a cycle. The manner in which such control is
effected will be developed in due course.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the motor 5 is ener
gized by a three phase power line including wires
9t, 93 and 95, a line switch 96 being included in
the circuit. A motor control circuit I is con
nected acroSS One phase of the power line desig
nated by Wires 93 and 95. This circuit includes
a relay coil A, momentary push button make

and-break Switches 97 and 99, respectively, and

cluding the lower contacts of control switches
A 5 and
and also the contacts B-2 and B-3.

When control switches 5 and
are pressed
(contacts S- and S-2 being closed), the circuit
through coil C is completed through the lower
contacts of switches

5 and

7.

The relay coil D is connected in a parallel
circuit With coil C and becomes energized When
60

a shunt circuit of around switch 97 including
contacts A-l. Contacts A-, and also contacts
A-2, A-3 and A-4 in wires 9?, S3 and 95, re
Spectively, are grouped for simultaneous opera
tion by relay coil A. When the coil is energized
by pressing push button switch 31, it operates
to close all of contacts A-E, A-2, A-3 and A-4.

coil C is energized and closes all of contacts
C-S, C-2, C-3 and C-4. Coi D is also connected

in a line 24 across wires 07 and 9 including
the push button switch 3, contacts S-6, the
Lipper contacts of a two-pole push button inching

control SWitch 25 and contacts S-7. The coi

D When energized closes contact D- in the con

trol circuit II and contacts D-2, D-3 and D-4
in the rectifier circuit III, these contacts being
aSSOciated with coil D for group operation. Coil
D controls the energization of the field coils 55
Of the field rotor f$ in a manner to be described.
The relay coil E is connected in a line 27
acroSS Wires 0 and 09 including contacts S-3

This completes all phases of the circuit to motor

5 and establishes a holding circuit through
tain coil A energized even though the push but
ton Switch 97 is released. The motor may be
deenergized by momentarily pushing switch 99,
closed contacts A-E in shunt circuit of to main

Which breaks the motor control circuit and de

S-2 of the master selector switch S. The control
switches 5 and f are each double-pole pusil

button switches, biased So that their upper Con
tacts normally are closed in line
. When

which means to creep by small increments
through any portion of a cycle in either direction.
This Selective control is effected by means of a

Fig. 5. This SWitch includes Seven pairs of con
tacts S-1 to S- adapted to be bridged by con
tactor bars On a drum S movable to any one
of four positions. In one position, designated
Open, all contacts are open. In another posi
tion, designated Single Cycle, contacts S-i, S-2

9.

The relay coil B when energized closes con
tacts B-, B-2, B-3 and B-4 associated there
With for group operation. This coil is connected
across Wires f and 9 in a line ff including
a normally closed push button break switch 3,
contacts S- Of the master Selector switch S (Fig.

al.

ažld Can-Operated SWitch 4. A shunt 29
around contactS S-3 and switch 4 includes con
75

tacts F-. Coil E when energized closes con

tacts E-, E-2 and E-3 in the rectifier circuit
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supply the field coils 55 and field coil 83.

field coil 83.

The relay coil F is connected in a shunt circuit
3 around coil D and is energized whenevel
coil D is energized. Coil F controls contacts
F-. This pair of contacts is normally closed
and opens when coil F is energized.
The relay coil G is connected across the shunt
circuit 3i in a line including contacts D-f.
This coil is energized when coil D is energized

The field coils 55 are connected in Series acroSS

lines 65 and 67 in a circuit including contacts
D-4, a resistance 69, wire 59, coils 55 and wire
6. The coils 55 are protected from inductive
kick by a thyrite resistor 7 in a shunt around
the coils. The contacts D-4 are protected from
overload and arcing by a condenser 73 and fuse
75 in a shunt around the contacts.

10

The braking field coil 83 is connected across
lines f65 and 67 in a circuit including contacts

since contacts D- are closed under Such condi
tions. Coil G is a control Solenoid for the ne
chanical brake 3. When the coil G is energized,

E-3, wire 85, coil 83 and wire 87. The coil is pro
tected from inductive kick by a thyrite resistor

brake 3 is released. The arrangement whereby
the coil releases the brake is of any Suitable Con

T7 in a shunt around the coil. The contacts E-3

are protected from Overload and arcing by a con
denser 79 and a fuse 8 in a shunt around the

ventional Solenoid form such as shown in the

lower portion of Fig. 1 and above described.

contacts.
Operation is as follows:

The relay coil H is connected in a line 33
across Wires foil and 09 including the lower

contacts of the inching control switch 25. This

20

coil. When energized closes speed-control contacts
H- in the rectifier circuit III.

The cann-operated Switch 39 is connected in a
line 34 adapted to shunt the bottom contacts
Of the control SWitch

6

and 59, respectively. These lines are adapted to

III and controls the energization of the braking

To operate the press for a single cycle (one
reciprocation of the press ram and return), the
master selector switch S is set in the Single Cycle
position. Wherein contacts S-1, S-2 and S-3 are
closed. Line Switch 96 being closed, the push but

5 when SWitch 39 is closed. 25 tOn Switch 97 is pressed to energize motor 5 and

Similarly, the cam-operated Switch 43 is con
nected in a line 36 adapted to shunt the bottom

contacts of the control Switch

when Switch

43 is closed. The contacts S-4 of the master
Selector Switch are connected in a line

38 30

adapted to shunt the Switch 39 when the con

tacts S-4 are closed. Similarly, the contacts S-5
are connected in a line 40 adapted to shunt
the SWitch 43 When the contacts S-5 are closed.
As illustrated in the development of Fig. 4,
the cams for the cam-operated Switches 37 to
45 are so designed and phased as to open switches
39 and 43 for the first 182 of the cycle of the
Crankshaft 7 and the press ram, to close these
Switches over the portion of the cycle between
182 and 245 and to open the Switches from 245

gized, closes contacts B-, B-2, B-3 and B-4.
With contacts S- and S-2 and contacts B- and

B-4 thus closed, the holding circuits
35 around control switches

5 and

9 and 2
7 are com

pleted to maintain coil B energized.
To start the cycling of the press, the operator
presses control SWitches 5 and
simultane
ously. These control switches are so located that

40

to 360°. Switches 37 and 45 are closed by their
cams for the first 225 of the press cycle, opened

the operator must, as a safety measure, use one
hand on one SWitch and the other hand on the

other switch, with both hands remote from the

press ram. This closes the bottom contacts of
Control Switches 5 and
and completes a
circuit through line 23 and coil C, contacts
B-2 and B-3 in this line now being closed. Ener
gization of coil C closes contacts C-E, C-2, C-3
and C-4 and energizes coils D, G and F, as pre
Viously described. Coil G then releases the
mechanical brake 3 to permit the crankshaft f
to rotate. Coil D closes contacts D-2 and D-3
to complete the circuit of the primary of trans
former 4 to provide rectified current for the
field coils 55. At the same time, coil D closes
contacts i)-4 to complete the circuit through the
field coils 55. Coil F opens contacts F- to de
energize coil E (Switch 4 being open). Coil i
is energized to close contacts H- and shunt out

from 225 to 270, and closed from 270° to 360°.

Switch 4 is open for the first 195° of the press
Cycle, and closed for the remainder. The pur
pose for Such timing will be made clear subse
quently.
The rectifier circuit III derives power from the
secondary of a transformer 4 the primary of
Which is connected in a line 43 across the phase
9, 93 of the three phase power supply. Included
in line 43 are contacts D-2, a resistance 45, the
primary of the transformer, and contacts D-3.
A shunt 4 around contacts D-2 includes con
tacts E-f. A shunt 49 around contacts D-3
includes contacts E-2. A shunt 5 around the
resistance 45 includes the contacts H-l.

The rectifier circuit includes a pair of gas-filled

drive the field rotor 9. At the start of a cycle
cam-operated switches 37 and 45 are closed, and
39, 4 and 43 are open. With contacts S- and
S-2 closed and control SWitches 5 and
in
normal position, the circuit through line
in
cluding coil B is complete. Coil B, being ener

resistance 45.

With the coils 55 of field rotor 9 energized as
above described, the press is driven from the no
tor 5 and flywheel 27 through the slip coupling
7 to perform the punching, forming or the like
operation. The crankshaft 7 rotates camshaft 33
at a 1:1 ratio. The operator retains control
Switches 5 and 7 pressed in to keep their
bottom contacts closed until the press has cycled
at least through 182 and the ram has started its
upward stroke. At 182, cam-operated switches
70 39 and 43 close (see Fig. 4). The operator may
now release control switches 5 and it. This
opens their bottom contacts, but switches 39 and
43, being closed, provide a shunt circuit to main
tain coil C energized. This maintains coil D

diodes 53 and 55. The anodes of these tubes 60

are connected to the Secondary of transformer

4. The Cathodes of these tubes are in a heater

circuit 57 energized from the secondary of a
transformer 59. The primary of transformer
59 is in a line 6 connected across phase 9, 93
of the three phase power Supply and including a
rheostat f63 whereby the heater current of the
cathodes may be varied. When the circuit
through line 43 is completed, the transformer
4 is energized and its secondary impresses a
voltage on the anode of diode fiS that is i80
out of phase with the voltage impressed on the
anode of diode 55. The rectified output of the
diodes is supplied to lines 65 and 6 connected
to taps of the Secondaries of transformers 4 5 energized to keep its associated contacts D-1, D-2,

7
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D-3 and D-4 closed and maintain field coils 55
energized so that the clutch continues to drive
the press.
When the press has cycled through 195, can."

operated switch 4 closes (Fig. 4). This COin
pletes the circuit through coil E in line 2, con

tacts S-3 being closed. Coil E then closes Con
tacts E-, E-2 and E-3. The circuit of the pri
mary of transformer A4 is completed through
E- and E-2 as long as coil E is energized. Clo
sure of contacts E-3 completes the circuit through

the braking field coil 83 and energizes the brak
ing field member 29 to exert a braking action. On
inductor member 2.
When the press has cycled through 245, Can
operated switches 39 and 43 open (Fig. 4). This
breaks the circuit of coil C and each of coils C,
D, F and G is deemergized. Deenergization of
coil D opens contacts D-f, D-2, D-3 and D-3.
Opening of contacts D-4 breaks the circuit of

contacts B-2, B-2, B-3 and B-4 as previously de

5

5 and

O

115° to its initial position at 0.

to close their bottom contacts. This

and S-2 being closed) and closes contacts C-1,
C-2, C-3 and C-4. Closure of these contacts
energizes coils D, G and F to energize the rotor

field coils 55, release the mechanical brake 3 and
deenergize braking field coil 83 in the manner
previously described. The press is then driven

20

tromagnetic clutch and no further driving torque
is exerted on the press. Deenergization of Coil

G applies the electromechanical brake 3A. The
combined braking action brings the press to a
stop after it has cycled through the remaining

scribed. To start continuous operation of the
press, the operator presses in control SWitches

energizes relay coil C (contacts S-i, B-2, B-3

the field coils 55. This deemergizes the elec

F closes contacts F- to complete the circuit
through coil E to close contacts E-3 and energize
the braking field coil 83. Deenergization of Coil

8

closed. Closure of contacts S-f and S-2 con
pletes the circuit through relay coil B and closes

25

through the energized slip coupling i.
The operator retains control SWitches 5
and if pressed in until the press connes up to
Speed, and may then release the switches. In
this case an automatic press feed may be used.
Even though switches 5 and
are released
and their botton contacts are open, coil C re
mains energized through the shunt circuits 38
and ia) including the contacts S-4 and S-5,
Which are always closed during continuous oper
ation. The cam-operated Switches 37, 35 and
39, and 43 have no effect on coil C since all of
these switches are shunted by the shunt circuits
38 and 43. Cann-operated switch 4, has no

effect during continuous operation since contacts

S-3 are open (Fig. 5). The press continues to
cycle until the break switch 3 is pressed to
break the circuit to coil C. Thus, during contin

Thus, the control functions to release both
the electromagnetic brake and the rechanical
uous operation of the press, the slip coupling t?
brake and to energize the slip coupling at the
is continuously energized. The mechanical brake
start of the cycle. The slip Coupling exerts
3 is released and braking field coil 83 is deener
torque to drive the press over 245 of its cycle. :3 5 gized so that there is no braking of the crank
The electromagnetic brake is applied, however,
shaft, i.
at 195, just after the ran passes mid-stroke,
To operate the press at very slow creeping
i. e., at the completion of the Work novelinent.
Speed through a portion of the stroke of the ram,
Thus, over the 50° of the cycle from 195° to 245"
the naster selector Switch is set in the Inch posi
both the electromagnetic clutch and brake are 40 tion wherein contacts S-6 and S-i are closed
operative. This allows the electromagnetic
(Fig. 5). The operator then presses in the inch

brake to attain a strong braking effort just as
the clutch is released, thus assuring complete Con

ing control Switch 25. This conpletes a circuit
fron line
to line 39 through line 24 includ

trol. At 245 the clutch is cut out, the electro
ing SWitch 3, Contacts S-6, the upper contacts
magnetic brake remains applied, and the Ine- . of Switch 25, relay coil D and contacts S-l. It
chanical brake is also applied. These brakes
breaks the circuit of relay coil H by opening the
bring the press to a definite Stop quite close to
botton contacts of Switch 25 in line .33. Ener
the end of the cycle at 0°. The electionnagnetic
gization of coil D energizes coils G and F and
brake inherently cannot exert any Substantial
releases the mechanical brake and deemergizes
braking effort at low speeds of the inductor nein ji) the braking field coil 83 in the manner previously
ber, as the crankshaft a nears the end of the
described. It also closes contacts D-2, D-3 and
cycle, since braking torque depends upol.). Sub
D-6 to energize rotor field coils 65 and energize
stantial slip, but the mechanical brake func
the slip coupling
to drive the press. Since
tions completely to stop the press at its initial
relay coil. His deenergized, however, contacts H
position.
ale Opera. Thus, resistance 45 is in Series with
If the operator should fail to release the con
the primary of transformer 4 i, thereby to reduce
trol switches 5 and . , the press is prevented
the Voltage output of the rectifier circuit. The
from repeating the cycle by the action of can
result is that the energization level of rotor field
operated switches 37 and 45. These Switches
coils 55 is low and the slip coupling i drives the
open at 225 to break the holding circuits
60 drive shaft 9 with considerable slip so that the
and 2 for the relay coil B (Fig. 4). If switches
preSS is driven slowly. The press is driven as
; as and
are pressed down at this tiine, their
long as switch 25 is pressed in. To reverse the
upper contacts are open and coil B is deemergized.
direction of movement of the ram it is merely
This opens contacts B-, B-2, B-3 and B-4, de
neceSSalry to reverse the direction of rotation of
energizing coils C, D, G and F. AS previously 65 notor 5 by means of reversing Switch 22. This
described, deenergization of these coils deerer
inching operation is not intended for power
gizes the slip coupling, energizes the electronag
punching Or forming but for fine adjustments of
netic brake and applies the mechanical brake to
the ran required for setting and aligning dies
bring the press to a stop. A cycle cannot be re
and the like.
peated until the operator releases both control 70 Reduction of the output of the lectifier gir.

Switches

5 and

7 and then reapplies them.

To operate the press continuously, Without
automatic stopping between cycles, the nina Stel'

cuit, III due to insertion of the resistance 45

causes a reduction in torque delivered by the
Selector Switch S is Set in the Continuous poSir
Speed. This torque reduction is sufficient to pull
tion wherein contacts S-i, S-2, S-A and S-S are 75 the mechanism through the inching Work for
electromagnetic clutch, as well as reducing its

2,680,467
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so-called “inching,” but it offers protection

against shearing or destroying a misplaced die,
since the torque is not great enough to cause
breakage.
Thus, by suitable setting of the master selector
switch S, the press may be operated by means of
Control Switches 5 to 7 to run through one
full stroke and stop; or to run continuously, or to
inch in either direction. Energy is stored in the
flywheel 21 when slip coupling 7 is deenergized
or when there is no load on the press and this
energy is transferred smoothly and effectively to
the ram. When the slip Coupling is energized. The
Smooth action of the electromagnetic eddy-cur

rent coupling minimizes impact stresses and per
mits Operation of the press at high speeds and
high capacities. The coupling and electromag
netic brake have no frictionally engaged surfaces
Subject to wear and consequently the press is
inexpensive to maintain.

operations of Said electric coupling, electric brake
and mechanical brake, whereby during one revo

lution of the ram shaft the electric coupling is
first applied and then released after one-half
revolution, then the electric brake is applied

O

5

before Said coupling is released and the mechani
cal brake is applied during the period after the
inductive coupling is released.
2. In a preSS, a ram shaft, a drive shaft, a
Speed-reduction connection between the drive
shaft and the ram shaft, a substantially con
Stantly moving flywheel, an inductive electric
slip coupling between the flywheel and the drive

shaft, an inductive electromagnetic brake opera

20

tive directly on the drive shaft at drive shaft

It will be observed that while the cams 33-2

are timed in respect to one revolution of the

crankshaft 7, the speed-reduction gears

10

shaft, an inductive electromagnetic brake op
erative directly on the drive shaft at drive shaft
Speeds, a mechanical brake operative directly on
the ram Shaft at ram shaft speeds, and means
for automatically controlling the sequence of

, ;

effect Several revolutions of the drive shaft 9 for
One revolution of the crankshaft T. This calls for 25

the desirably higher slip Speeds of the inductive
coupling and of the inductive brake for efficient
operation of these. Thus the operating torques
of the coupling and of the brake are higher for
a given Speed of the crankshaft than if these

Speeds, a mechanical brake operative directly on
the ram Shait at ran shaft Speeds, and means
for automatically controlling the sequence of
Operations of Said electric coupling, electric brake
and mechanical brake, whereby during one revo
lution of the ran shaft the electric coupling is
first applied and then released after one-half

revolution, then the electric brake is applied

before Said coupling is released and the mecnani
30 cal brake is applied during the period after the

units were connected in a 1:1 ratio with the
Crankshaft 7. It should also be observed that the

life of inductive slip couplings and brakes is not
shortened by high slip speeds. On the other

hand, the mechanical brake 3 is associated 35

directly with the crankshaft 7, which is desirable,
since in Such a brake reduction of slip speed pro
longs its life. Another advantage of having the
inductive slip coupling and inductive brake oper

ative On the Shaft 9 is that their torque effects
On the Crankshaft 7 are multiplied through the

inductor members, one of said couping members
40

Speed-reduction gears ( f, 3.
It will be understood that, while the field rotor

is illustrated as the driving member of the slip
coupling and inductor member as the driven
member, this relation may be reversed. It Will
also be understood that Suitable time delay means
may be employed to prevent plate voltage from

inductive coupling is relased, and before the elec
tric brake is released.
3. A press comprising a ram, means for actuat
ing the ran through complete strokes including
a rotary shaft, means for driving the shaft in
cluding an electromagnetic slip couplung, said
coupling including relatively rotatable iield and
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being coupled to Said shaft, Said field men per in
cluding a field coil, manually controllied means

for energizing Said field coll to apply torque
through said coupling to said shaft to reciprocate
the ram, and means operating in timed relation
to said ram for automatically deenergizing said
field coil after the ram has passed mud-stroke.
4. A press comprising a ram, means for re
ciprocatling the ram including a rotary Shaft,
means for driving the shaft including an electro

magnetic slip coupling, said coupling including
being applied to diodes 53 and 55 until their
relatively rotatable field and inductor nenberS,
50
cathodes have heated Sufficiently. Also, a time
One of Said coupling members being coupled to
delay means may be incorporated in the con
Said shaft, said coupling field member including
trol circuit to deemergize relay coil E. after a pre
a field coil, a braking field member having a field
determined interval to open contacts E-3 and
and being in inductive relation to said one
deenergize braking field coil 83. This is to pre 55 coil
coupling member, manually controlled means for
vent unduly prolonged energization of the elec
energizing Said coupling field coil to apply torque
tromagnetic brake. These items are not illus
through said coupling to said shaft to recipro
trated for the reasons that (1) their applications
cate the ram, and means operating in timed rela
are common knowledge, and (2) a showing of
to said ram for automatically energizing said
them would unduly obscure the discloSure of 60 tion
braking field coil after the ram has passed mid
What is considered to be new herein.

In view of the above, it will be seen that the
several objects of the invention are achieved
and other advantageous results attained.
As many changes could be made in the above
construction without departing from the Scope
of the invention, it is intended that all matter
contained in the above description or shown in
the accompanying drawings shall be interpreted
as illustrative and not in a limiting Sense.
I claim:

stroke and Subsequently deemergizing said cou
pling field coil.

5. A press cornprising a ram, means for recip

65

70

1. In a press, a ram shaft, a drive shaft, a

speed-reduction connection between the drive
shaft and the ram shaft, a substantially con
stantly moving flywheel, an inductive electric

slip coupling between the flywheel and the drive

75

rocating the ram including a rotary shaft, means
for driving the shaft including an electromag
netic slip coupling, Said coupling including rela
tively rotatable field and inductor members, one
of Said coupling members being coupled to said
shaft, said coupling field member having a field
coil, a braking field member having a field coil
and being in inductive relation to said one cou
pling member, a mechanical brake for said ram,
manually controlled means for energizing said
coupling field coil to apply torque through said

coupling to said shaft to reciprocate the ram,

1.
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and means operating in timed relation to said
ram for automatically energizing Said braking
field coil after the ram has passed mid-stroke
and subsequently deemergizing said Coupling field
coil and applying the mechanical brake.
6. A press comprising a ram, means for re

12

cluding a field coil, a control circuit including

5

ciprocating the ram including a rotary shaft,

manually controlled means for energizing said
field coil to apply high torque through said cou
pling to Said shaft to reciprocate the ran at rela
tively high speed, said circuit also including inch
iing control means for energizing said field coil

to apply low torque through Said coupling to said

means for driving the shaft including an electro
magnetic slip coupling, said coupling including

relatively rotatable field and inductor members,
one of said coupling members being coupled to
drive the shaft, said coupling field member in
cluding a field coil, a control circuit including
manually controlled means for energizing said
field coil to apply torque through said coupling
to said shaft to reciprocate the ram, means oper

0.

shaft to reciprocate the ram at inching speed,
and selector means for selectively connecting said
manually controlled means or said inching con
trol means in Said circuit.

ating in timed relation to said ram for automati

10. A press comprising a ram, means for re
Ciprocating the ran including a rotary shaft,
means for driving the shaft including an electro
magnetic slip Coupling, said coupling including
relatively rotatable field and inductor members,
One of Said coupling members being coupled to

ing a field coil and being in inductive relation to
Said One coupling member, a control circuit in

ous Operation of the ram, said selector means

cally deenergizing said field coil after the ram
has passed mid-stroke, and selector means for
selectively connecting said timed means in said :

drive the shaft, said coupling field member in
cluding a field coil, a control circuit including
manually controlled means for energizing said
circuit for single-stroke operation of the ram or
field coil to apply high torque through said cou
for shunting said timed means out of said circuit
pling to Said shaft to reciprocate the ran at rela
for continuous operation of the ram.
tively high Speed, means operating in timed re
7. A press comprising a ram, means for re
lation to said ram for automatically deemergiz
ciprocating the raim including a rotary shaft, 5 ing Said field coil after the ram has passed mid
means for driving the shaft including an electro
stroke, inching control means for energizing said
magnetic slip coupling, said coupling including
field coil to apply low torque through said cou
relatively rotatable field and inductor members,
pling to Said shaft to reciprocate the ran at inch
one of said coupling members being coupled to
ing Speed, and selector means for selectively con
drive the shaft, said coupling field member in- 3. necting Said timed means in said circuit for sin
cluding a field coil, a braking field member hav
gle-stroke operation of the ram or for shunting
Said timed means Out of said circuit for continu

cluding manually controlled means for energiz
ing said coupling field coil to apply torque
through said coupling to said shaft to recipro
cate the ram, means operating in timed relation
to said ram for automatically energizing said
braking field coil after the ram has passed mid- . .
Stroke and subsequently deenergizing said cou 40

pling field coil, and selector means for selectively
connecting said timed means in said circuits for
single-stroke operation of the ran or for shunt
ing Said timed means out of said circuit for con

tinuous operation of the ram.
8. A press comprising a ram, means for re

4. s

ciprocating the ram including a rotary shaft,
means for driving the shaft including an electro

manually controlled means or said inching con

trol means in said circuit.

11. In a press, a frame, a ram shaft, a drive

Shaft, a Speed-reduction connection between the

drive shaft and the ram shaft, a notor-driven

fly wheel, an inductive electric slip coupling be
tween the fly Wheel and drive shaft, an induc
tive electromagnetic non-friction brake opera

tive from the frame directly on the drive shaft
at drive shaft speeds, an electromechanical fric
tion brake Operative directly on the ran shaft at

ram shaft Speeds, and switching elements for

automatically controlling the sequence of opera
tions of said electric coupling, electromagnetic
brake and friction brake and adapted during
One revolution of the ran shaft to apply and re
lease the electric coupling short of a full revo

magnetic slip coupling, said coupling including
relatively rotatable field and inductor members,
one of said coupling members being coupled to
drive the shaft, said coupling field member in
cluding a field coil, a braking field member hav
ing a field coil and being in inductive relation to
Said one coupling member, a mechanical brake
for said ram, a control circuit including manu
ally controlled means for energizing said coupling
field coil to apply torque through said coupling
to said shaft to reciprocate the ram, means oper

also being operable for selectively connecting said

ution, apply and release the electric brake dur

55

ing Said revolution, the release of the electromag
netic brake coming after release of the electric
coupling and Said friction brake being applied

during Said revolution and during the period after
the inductive coupling is released and after a
Substantial period of application of the electric
brake.

-

atting in timed relation to said ram for auto 60 12. In a preSS, a frane, a ran shaft, a drive
matically energizing said braking field coil after
shaft, a Speed-reduction connection between the

the ran has passed mid-stroke and subsequently
deenergizing said coupling field coil and apply

drive Shaft and the ram shaft, a motor-driven
tween the fly wheel and drive shaft, an induc
tive electromagnetic brake operative from the
fraine directly on the drive shaft at drive shaft

fiy Wheel, an inductive electric slip coupling be

ing the mechanical brake, and selector means for

Selectively connecting said timed means in said
circuit for single-stroke operation of the ram or
for shunting said timed means out of said cir

Speeds, an electromechanical friction brake op
erative directly on the ram shaft at ram shaft
Speeds, a plurality of cam-operated switch ele

cuit for continuous operation of the ram.
9. A press comprising a ram, means for re
ciprocating the ram including a rotary shaft,
means for driving the shaft including an electro

magnetic slip Coupling, said coupling including
relatively rotatable field and inductor members,
one of said coupling members being coupled to
drive the shaft, said coupling field member in

ments responsive to movement of the ran shaft
and connected in an electrical network with said
brakes and coupling, and a control unit for Said

75

netWork having a plurality of manually selective
positions whereby in a first position said switch

elements automatically control the Sequence of

2,630,46?
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operations of said electric coupling, electromag means in combination with cam operated switch
13

netic brake and friction brake so that during One
revolution of the ran shaft the electrical cou

ing means.
16. In a control system for a press, a source of
alternating current power, a motor connectible
to said power, rotatable means for driving said
preSS, magnetic flux clutch means between the
notor and the rotatable driving means, energiz
ing coils mounted in the clutch means, dynamic

pling is applied and released short of a full revo
lution, the electromagnetic brake is applied and
released during said revolution, the release of this
electromagnetic brake coming after the release
of the electric coupling and Said friction brake flux brake means associated with the rotatable
being applied during said revolution and during means to stop the same, a second series of ener
the period after the inductive coupling is re 10 gizing coils for the brake means, a Solenoid re
leased and after a Substantial period of applica
leased friction brake applied to the rotatable
tion of the electromagnetic brake; and in Second
means, rectifying means connected to the power
position only the slip coupling is normally ener Source
aid to the two Series of coils, transformer
gized; and in a third position Said Slip coupling
neans Connected to the source and to the solenoid
15
is energized at a sub-normal value to apply low
Switching means including both relay and
torque to said ram shaft to reciprocate it at inch and
can
Operated Switches to control the operation
ing Speeds.
of
the
clutch and brakes.
13. In a press, a frame, a ram shaft, a drive
In a control System for a press, a source
shaft, a Speed-reduction connection between the of 17.
current power, a motor connectible
drive shaft and the ran shaft, a motor-driven 20 to alternating
said
power,
rotatable means for driving said
fly wheel, an inductive electric slip coupling be
press, imagnetic flux clutch means between the
tween the fly wheel and drive shaft, an induc
inotor and the rotatable driving means, energiz
tive electromagnetic brake operative from the ing
coils Yaounted in the clutch means, dynamic
frame on the drive shaft at drive shaft speeds,
an electromechanical friction brake operative di
rectly on the ram Shaft at ram shaft speeds, a
plurality of cam-operated Switch elements re
Sponsive to movement of the ram shaft and con

nected in an electrical network with said brakes

25

and coupling, and a control unit for said network 30
having a plurality of manually selective posi
tions whereby in a first position said Switch ele
ments automatically determine a predetermined
Sequence of Operations of Said electric coupling,
electromagnetic brake and friction brake So that
during a given revolution of the ram shaft the
electrical coupling is connected and later released,
the electromagnetic brake is applied and re
leased during said revolution, the release of this
electromagnetic brake coming after the release of 40
the electric coupling and Said friction brake being
applied during said revolution and during the
period after the inductive coupling is released
and after a substantial period of application of
the electromagnetic brake; and in second posi
tion only the slip coupling is normally energized;
and in a third position Said slip coupling is en
ergized at a Sub-normal value to apply low torque
to said ran shaft to reciprocate it at inching

flux brake ineans associated with the rotatable
ineans to Stop the same, a second series of ener
gizing Coils for the brake means, a solenoid re

leased friction brake applied to the rotatable
means, rectifying means connected to the power
Source and to the two Series of coils, transformer
means connected to the Source and to the sole
noid, Switching means to cause the energization
of the clutch means and the release of the fric
tion brake to start the press, cam operated switch

means to de-energize the clutch and sequentially

energize the dynamic brake and then the friction

brake to bring the press to a stop.
i8. An electric control for a power operated

cyclicaily operating machine of the type con
prising a continuously running motor for supply

iing power to the machine; a power transmission
element rotatable idly by the motor when the
inachine is at rest; a magnetic clutch energizable
effectively to clutch the transmission element to
the machine to drive it; a magnetic brake ener
gizable effectively to brake the machine to stop it;
a fi'iction brake for the machine biased to set

condition and having electrically actuable means
to reiease it; the control comprising a source of
Current; a control System energized by current
50 from the Source and comprising contacts and
SpeedS.
14. In control means for cyclically operat
Circuits controlled thereby which when electri
ing press machines, a source of power, driving cally actuated cause release of the friction brake
means connectible to said source, operating by its electrically actuable means and effective
means for the press, magnetic flux clutch means energization of the magnetic clutch; and which
between the driving means and the operating When de-actuated cause discontinuance of effec
means, a dynamic flux brake, a mechanical Sole tive energization of the magnetic clutch and cause
noid brake both brakes being applicable to the energization of the magnetic brake effectively and
Operating means and switching means for con
allow the friction brake to set and, after a time
trolling the clutch and brakes to energize the 60 interval, cause discontinuance of effective ener
gization of the magnetic brake; and control con
flux brake upon de-energization of the clutch
to provide initial Stoppage force then apply the tacts controlling actuation and de-actuation of
the said circuits.
Solenoid brake and lastly remove the flux brake
19. In a control System for a press, a source of
in sequence.
15. In control means for cyclically operating 65 alternating current power, a motor connectible to
Said power, rotatable means for driving said press,
machines, a motor, movable machine parts which
magnetic flux clutch means between the motor
it is desired to drive with the motor, a magnetic
and the rotatable driving means, energizing coils
fux clutch between the motor and the novable
mounted in the clutch means, dynamic flux brake
parts, a mechanically biased brake means to apply
means aSSociated with the rotatable means to
braking pressure to the movable parts, Solenoid 70 stop
the Same, a second series of energizing coils
means to release brake pressure, Supplemental
for the brake means, rectifying means connected
dynamic fiux brake means for the nowable na
to Said Source of power, means for connecting
Chine parts and control means for energizing the
Solenoid and flux clutch and in timed sequence Said two Series of coils in parallel across the rec

the dynamic brake including relay switching 75 tifier output, and a plurality of separate switch

15
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ing means operated in timed relation controlling

connected across the respective field coils adapt
ed to absorb inductive energy of the field coils.
23. in control means for cyclically operating
machines, a motor, movable machine parts which

the timed energization of said series of coils.
20. In a control System for a press, a Source of

alternating current power, a motor connectible to
said power, rotatable means for driving said press,
magnetic iux clutch means between the motor
and the rotatable driving means, energizing coils

it is desired to drive With the notor, a magnetic
flux clutch between the motor and the movable

mounted in the clutch means, dynamic flux brake
means associated with the rotatable means to

stop the same, a second series of energizing coils
for the brake means, a solenoid released friction
brake applied to the rotatable means, rectifying
ineans connected to the power source and to the
two series of coils, transformer means connected

to the source and to the solenoid, Switching
means to cause the energization of the clutch
means and the deemergization of the brake means

O

5

parts, mechanical friction brake means adapted
to brake the movable parts, electric control means
for the Innechanical friction brake, Supplemental
dynamic flux brake means for the movable parts,

and control means for energizing the flux clutch
and the electric control means for the friction
brake and in timed Sequence the dynamic brake
including relay Switching means in combination
With can operated Switching means.

24. In a control system for a press, a source of
power, rotatable means for driving said press,
magnetic flux clutch means between the motor
the dynamic brake and then the Solenoid brake 20 and
the rotatable driving means, a first group of
to bring the press to a stop, and Safety Switch energizing
coils mounted in the clutch means,
means in a shunt circuit to a portion of Said
dynamic flux brake means associated with the ro
switching means to prevent movement of the tatable
means to stop the same, a second group of
preSS.
energizing coils for the brake means, rectifying
21. In a control means for a press having a
means connectible to said source of power, means
movable ran, operating means for Said ram, mag
for
connecting said two groups of coils across the
netic fux clutch means mounted between the
rectifier output, and resistance means adapted to
operating means and the ran to drive the latter
be connected at will into the control system and
only through a magnetic field coupling, inductive
effective in respect to the clutch coils to reduce
means in said magnetic flux clutch for providing 30 the
current thereto.
said field, a source of power, conductive means
MARTIN P. WINTHER.
alternating power, a motor connectible to said

to start the press, cam operated Switch means to
deenergize the clutch and sequentially energize

connecting said source with the inductive means
for the clutch, a solenoid friction brake mounted
to bear against the operating means, and relay

means for controlling said solenoid brake con

nected in the conductive connecting means to the
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clutch so that the brake is released when the
clutch is energized.
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